
 

Wireless RF Homcloud roller shutter detector 

 

Features 

The shutter / garage sensor is a magnetic sensor with an opening / closing frequency detector that detects 

an integrated digital sensor with very low energy consumption. It has a 12V 23A replaceable battery. 

 

Homcloud code: WL-RFRSS 

Model n°: WL-55W 

          

Pilot lamp 

LED lamp flash one time: alarm 

 

Installation 

Installation location need to be clean and smooth. Place them on border of garage door you want to 

control. Pay attention because part with transmitter need to be placed on fixed part and not on the shutter. 

Fix with bi-adhesive both magnetic part of the sensor. Distance between two parts need to be around 3.5 

cm. Open the antenna for best reception 

Don’t install two detectors in same place to avoid interference with each other.  

 

Test 

A. Finished installing, check the batteries are charged, bring the two parts of the sensor closer 

together until led blinks. 

 

Configuration 

1. (recommended) For the complete configuration of the sensors read the manual of the Homcloud 

Alarm Controller. 

 

When you have inserted the batteries and the sensor has the LED light on, enter the App in the 

Homcloud Alarm Control Unit already configured and select the "Add Detectors / Sensors" section, 

then subsequently: 



 

Method A: Move the two magnetic parts of the sensor closer and further away from each other 

 

The LED light will flash again, a beep will sound (control unit) and the sensor will appear on the 

App ready to be positioned within a zone or room. 

 

 

Technical parameters 

◆ Working distance:  < 35mm 

◆ Battery type: Alkaline battery (12V23A battery)  

◆ Emitting frequency: 433MHz 

◆ Emitting distance: 150m (open area) 

◆ Programme code: 1527 

◆ Case Material: ABS & Iron 

More info www.homcloud.com 
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